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In September 2016, the German bishops published a socio-ethical expert advice on the protection of 

soil.1 In it, soil protection is understood as a central field of probation for contemporary 

responsibility for creation, because of the indispensable affordances that fertile farmland effects not 

only for human nutrition, but for the whole network of living processes. From the analysis - how 

much these functions are endangered worldwide by a creeping process of degradation - results the 

postulate of a paradigm shift towards a nature-compatible agriculture and area planning, a shift that 

touches upon some aspects of agricultural policy, development cooperation and consumption 

habits.2 The way churches handle their considerable land ownerships has come under scrutiny, too. 

The following theses take up the Catholic text “Der bedrohte Boden“ (The Endangered Soil) and 

sketches some guidelines of Christian environmental ethics for the example of soil conservation. In 

times of climate change, population growth and international land speculation, soil protection has a 

special importance for sustainable development not only in Germany but all over the world. 

Our present times are often described as undergoing a “great transformation”: a time of accelerated 

changes in economy, work and life.3 Especially the ecological distortions that have already occurred 

or are to be expected, together with the associated social exclusions, challenge our societies to 

search for new ethical standards for global development as well as for production and consumption 

patterns. This debate affects the foundations of our self-concept and thus exhibits a substantial 

religious and cultural dimension.  

In the shadow of the “Defiant Earth”4 a radical change in our models of development is postulated. 

In the face of such high demands for social change, it seems to be important to neither overestimate 

nor underestimate the role of the churches: they are no “moral agencies”5 undergirding socio-

ecological imperatives with theological pleas. Instead, their specific competence lies in a “moral 

beyond moralizing”6. In the given context, the ecclesiastical starting point of reflection and advice 

has to be the message of liberation together with the praise of creation and the awareness of its/her 

beauty. This way, it brings forward the longing for lost integrity, justice and fullness of life. What 

we need is not a rearmament with moral outrage, but a re-centering on the grand narratives of guilt 

and responsibility, anthropology and the perception of nature as well as culture and technology, in 

order to allow us to cope with the challenges of today’s life. It is foremost this narrative and 

anthropological integration that constitutes the surplus value of Christian theology of creation 

compared with a secular ethics of nature. 

 

It’s a matter of power 

 

In today’s global society, the unequal access to resources is closely related to a massive imbalance 

of power. This signifies a systematic challenge to include ecological aspects into the theory of 

justice insofar as it implies a considerable part of humanity to be cut off from their means of 

existence and bereft of their liberty. “The power of man over nature turns out to be a power wielded 

by some men over others with nature as their instrument.”7 Ecological power can be defined as the 

faculty to privatize the benefits of environmental consumption and to externalize the costs by 

shifting them to the general public of present or future generations. For the systematic ethical 

perspective, what is essentially relevant here are the power and system questions combined with 

their underlying cultural patterns. It is precisely this extension of the ethical discourse beyond the 

mere discourse of giving reasons and beyond mere “orientational knowledge” in relation to the 

goals of action, which I see as the core of the arousing new language in the encyclical Laudato si’: 

in liberation theological diction, “power” is one of the most frequent lexemes in the text (67 uses). 

The encyclical does not limit itself to desirables in an idealistic fashion, but instead addresses 

questions of system and power. 
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The struggle for soil is and has often been a conflict of power. The worldwide headworde for this 

today are “land grabbing” and “green grabbing”.8 The massive seizure of fertile areas by countries 

like China, Saudi-Arabia and others especially in Africa has reached a level that can be dubbed 

ecological aggression with neo-colonial features. However, one should not overlook that the influx 

of capital into agriculture can also be conducive to a more productive cultivation. To this end, 

transparency is needed in combination with governments and administrations, which are capable of 

acting and not corroded by corruption. In addition, smallholders have to enjoy special protection. 

Even though the IAASTD report on global agriculture (2008) distinctly highlighted and empirically 

backed up the grand socio-economic and ecological potentials of smallholder structures,9 these are 

nonetheless globally and constantly driven back by centralized interests of power. 

Power always comes in the additional form of the power to define key concepts, which are coining 

the scientific and socio-political discourses in cognitive and normative respects. The radical “soil 

oblivion” in current economic guiding theories in this regard is an essential reason for soil 

protection to be unable to get beyond more or less non-effective pleas. While “land” has long been 

one of the central dimensions of reference for economic theories, since the 19th century it is usually 

only labor and capital that are taken into account as significant factors in theory building.10 Soil is 

not addressed as a physical coordinate but as a dependent variable of price formation. 

Consequently, soil protection only comes into view as a financial problem, which is why the 

privileging of land as area for settling or traffic in comparison to its use as agricultural or simply 

close-to-nature area can hardly be opposed in a systematic way. Extensive and multifunctional 

usages are unable to stand their ground against utilization quantified and absorbed in monetary 

value. 

 

Soil as cross-sectional topic 

 

A necessary, but by no means sufficient foundation for soil protection is to raise awareness. We are 

lacking the awareness that the dirt under our feet indeed does contain value. We are neither 

accustomed nor institutionally prepared to recognize soil in its absolutely basic functions for all 

living things.11 Politically, soil protection doesn’t stand a chance, because it is hardly appreciated in 

its connectedness to the protection of climate, biodiversity, water and food security. Which average 

citizen would know that in soil far more CO2 is bound than in the atmosphere? If we want to make 

progress in climate protection, we have to bind more CO2 in the ground (e.g. by means of deep 

rooting plants and moor protection). Life arises from soil. Without its protection, we will not 

succeed in conserving the diversity of species. The manifold eco-systemic services of soil are 

decisive for uncovering its ethical significance.  

The ecological working group of the German Bishops’ Conference already in 1998 formulated a 

striking passage on soil protection in their text “Handeln für die Zukunft der Schöpfung” (Acting 

for the Future of Creation) with reference to global nutrition.12 The discrepancy between the 

shrinking availability of fertile soil on the one hand and humanity growing in numbers as well as 

demands on the other, did already at that time upset the authors to considerable extent. Although the 

situation has by no means relaxed since then, food security still is seen not consequently enough in 

its connection to soil protection. This is all the more the case, if we speak of “food sovereignty”, 

meaning the right to grow one’s own nourishment instead of just being supplied, which is socio-

culturally decisive and has led to a paradigm change in development policies concerning the 

interpretation of the human right to food.13 

Furthermore, soil protection requires the building of awareness of the many different actors that are 

to be considered. What is at stake here is the land use regulation on a local and transregional scale: 

long-ranging and effective courses have to be set to determine potential ways of land use, which in 

Germany and elsewherestill substantially bear the mark of utopian dreams of progress from the 

1960s and which have not been transformed systematically in the face to the challenges of 

sustainability.14 The townships play a key role in this issue. As a result of insufficient participation 

in tax revenue in combination with false expectations regarding economic development, however, 
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they are quite often forced to sell their land and property. In addition, every single consumer is co-

responsible for the ways our society deals with soil: Our dietary habits lay claim to considerable 

amounts of land, in our own country as well as elsewhere, due to imports of foods and animal 

feedstuffs. Increasing mobility, too, is a booster for the growing sealing of valuable soils. To this 

day 66 hectares of soil are buried under asphalt, concrete or other settlement areas in Germany 

every day. In the German sustainability strategy, the original aim to reduce the daily consumption 

of soil to less than 30 ha before 2020 has been postponed by 10 years to 2030. A strategy to at least 

come closer to this target is not within sight. 

 

 

Human as double-being: “earthbound” and spiritual 

 

Etymologically, there is a close relation between soil and culture: the Latin cultura is derived from 

colere, to grow, till, cultivate, and further, to inhabit, foster, worship. Agriculture was seen as the 

archetype of culture in general: to embrace and adopt one’s environment, to get to feel at home in it, 

while still being dependent on the forces of nature that we cannot control, but instead have to 

maintain. The religious understanding of cult is also derived from this origin. Thus, we arrive at 

dimensions of soil that exceed today’s mere instrumental-rational relation by far. The peasant 

relationship to soil denotes the consciousness that it is the earth itself, which nourishes us and on 

which we subsist. Thus, soil becomes the symbol for the ecological roots of human existence. At 

the same time, a cultural dimension resonates, since it is always in part human labor, which opens 

up soil as nourishing living space. In peasant cultures, this synthesis of nature and culture is often 

closely interconnected with religious contents, such as harvest festivals or blessings of soil, animals 

and herbage.15 

The Bible dubs human adam, “earthling” (cf. adamah, soil): he belongs to earth and soil, he is made 

from it. The biblical anthropology contains a theology of “earthiness”. The earth is not just our 

possession, but rather we are part of her, we belong to her. The Latin language is also aware of this 

connection between human and soil: homo, human, is probably derived from humus, soil. Only 

those who do not forget their closeness to earth, their roots and limits, will stay humane. Humor, 

also derived from humus, can help with this task and could often do some good to environmental 

ethics.  

Humans are double-beings, combining earth and spirit. What emerges is a concept of “grounded 

spirituality”, tying sense and sensuality, heaven and earth, but nevertheless staying down to earth, in 

spite of intellectual and spiritual flights. For Christian spirituality, this close to earth consciousness 

as creature in the middle of creations constitutes a prerequisite as well as benefit of its attachment to 

God.  

In his encyclical Laudato si’, Pope Francis strongly develops such an anthropological dimension. 

He combines this approach with Latin American traditions of close relations between humans and 

“Mother Earth” (Pachamama). The encyclical specifies the consequences of such a Christian 

earthbound anthropology especially for the context of smallholder agriculture as well as for a return 

to simple, close to nature ways of life and nutrition, which are paraphrased as “everyday ecology”. 

To this end, the Bible contains numerous directives, which at least in parts are still noteworthy 

today, e.g. the concept of Sabbath as a period of rest for human and cattle. As sabbatical year, 

(waiving crop cultivation every 7th year) this had immediate consequences also for soil protection. 

In such directives, some scientists see the reason for the complete lack of evidence of even a single 

greater famine in ancient Israel, despite its precarious ecologic circumstances in the mostly barren 

landscape of Palestine on the edge of the desert.16 As jubilee, the sabbath protection gained an 

enormous socio-political importance in this peasant culture.17 

 

Property entails responsibility 
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Since for the Bible, God himself is the owner of his creation and therefore of its soil, the land was 

considered inalienable during Israel’s early periods: “The land shall not be sold in perpetuity, for 

the land is mine. For you are strangers and sojourners with me.“ (Lev 25,23; cf. Ex, 9,29; Laudato 

si‘, 67) The earth as a whole together with everything in it and on it is subject to God‘s legal claim 

to power (cf. Ps 89,12; Dtn 10,14). For the Bible, the soil and all the land are regarded as a loan that 

may be worked on, inhabited and managed, but has to be passed on to the next generation in full 

integrity (cf. Laudato si‘, 116). As seen by Thorsten Philipp, this differentiated concept of 

ownership is the most important contribution to environmental ethics from the side of Catholic 

social doctrine.18 It has been significantly coined by Thomas Aquinas, who gave private property a 

pragmatic foundation instead of one in natural law. In his view, private property helps to motivate 

responsibilities and to demarcate usage rights, while at the same time it remains subject to 

limitations as a bonum commune.  

In contrast to the concept of ownership by John Locke, who asserts an absolute right acquired by 

labor, the first social encyclical Rerum novarum (1891) resorts to Aquinas to search for a 

compromise between liberalism and communism. In this tradition, Catholic social teaching never 

considered the right to property to be absolute and indefeasible, but subject and committed to the 

principle of common welfare. This applies especially to the goods of creation that primarily belong 

to the whole human family for common use. From here, the Compendium of the Social Doctrine 

deduces its principle that a stable climate is a public good and has to be internationally protected by 

corresponding statutory duties.19 In secular international environmental law since the 1960s, this 

concept of an overall purpose of the goods of creation finds a widely analogous form under the 

heading „nature as a common heritage of mankind“. 

Following these stipulations, the concept of ownership should not be conceptualized as unqualified 

with regard to soil; the owner is not free to arbitrarily do whatever comes to his or her mind. 

Instead, use of soil is limited insofar as it must not violate the public interest in its stand and 

functions.20 The ius abutendi, the right to misuse, is to be excluded in regard to soil, because of its 

sensitive importance for affected ecosystems. According to the polluter pays principle, those who 

harm the soil have to pay for the harm done. This applies also to the pollution of groundwater that 

occurs during soil cultivation, which is considered one of the most explosive environmental 

problems worldwide. Since the established term „obligation to the common 

good“ (Gemeinwohlpflichtigkeit) is easily ignored, the episcopal expert advice on soil protection 

sharpens it by the introduction of „obligation to ecology“ (Ökologiepflichtigkeit).21 

 

The concept of Resource Justice 

 

The normative questions of soil protection can only be reflected adequately if they are integrated in 

more general categories of environmental ethics. Thus, it can be assigned to one of the three fields 

of environmental justice, ecojustice or resource justice. Each of these conceptions has different 

theoretical models as its background that each lead to different evaluations. For instance, the 

concept of environmental justice, which originated in the 1980s in the context of the American 

civil-rights movement, is oriented socio-politically, socio-spatially and anthropocentrically, while 

ecojustice is most often linked to ecocentric patterns of argument. Distributive problems of 

ecologically unequal access to environmental goods are expressed best by the term resource 

justice.22 In virtue of this “moral grammar” that focuses the relevant areas of conflict in dealing 

with soil, the concept of resource justice seems to be suited best as a normative theoretical 

framework for soil protection. 

In social philosophy , this kind of contemplation within the context of a broader theory of justice 

can be annexed to the capability approach. It views resources in the light of functionings they 

facilitate and unfolds a concept of development on this basis, which does not begin with the mere 

supply of goods, but instead with its concept of development as freedom.23 With this normative 

approach, soil protection can be grounded in a basis of human rights: Where humans and social 
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groups depend on access to fertile soil for their development of basic functionings, they have the 

right that this access must not be denied. 

After the questions of resource justice have long been discussed primarily with regard to the future, 

the last few years witnessed a growing consciousness of countless people, who already today suffer 

under the costs of ecological externalization. This is prominently expressed by Stephan Lessenich in 

his title “Neben uns die Sintflut” (The Deluge next to us).24 Analytically concise, he demonstrates 

how implausible it is to disregard societal environmental problems as merely relevant for the distant 

future. In variation of a much-quoted key phrase of Pope Francis, it could be put as follows: Our 

contemporary treatment of soil already today kills thousandfold every day.25 To put it positively: 

soil reforms could save thousands of human lives every day. 

The decisive ethical-political challenge is marked by the overcoming of shortsighted and 

fragmented perspectives, in order to activate the moral, political and economic resources of solidary 

action for providing protection of soil and environment. To this end, it is necessary to strengthen 

global control institutions for the implementation of resource justice. Soil protection therefore 

requires a fine-tuned interplay of regional, national, international as well as transnational regimes.  

The expert advice “Der bedrohte Boden” (The Endangered Soil) published by the German Bishops 

sums up its theological and ethical reflections in ten guiding principles for sustainable soil 

protection.26 These are practice-oriented priorities, which aim at politics, agriculture and society as 

well as the Church itself. Even though there remain many open questions in their concrete 

interpretation and implementation, they nevertheless offer a strong normative compass. Following 

these guiding principles, I summarize the theses of this paper in the style of ten priorities, rules or 

“commandments” of soil protection. 

 

Ten Commandments of Soil Protection 

 

1. Stop soil loss and degradation: The ongoing and worldwide loss in fertile soils regarding quantity 

as well as quality, due to erosion, steppe formation, desertification, floods, pollution and the 

recession of land surface brought about by rising sea-levels, is not compatible with the ethical 

principle of sustainability. Considering the growing world population, it is an urgent imperative of 

justice to stop this creeping process as soon as possible and to compensate for unrecoverable losses. 

 

2. Reduce land consumption: The persistent trend to extensively seal areas in favor of settlement 

and traffic contradicts public welfare in the medium and long-term perspective. In Germany and 

comparable countries, the net new sealing has to stop, to which renaturalization and land recycling 

can contribute as well. Reduce of land consumption is a undispensible part of sustainability 

strategies in all countries.. 

 

3. Render intensive agriculture more compatible with soil conservation, expand sustainable 

agriculture: Intensive and extensive forms of agriculture are to be enabled site-specifically within 

the framework of a well-balanced overall concept under strict stipulations for the protection of soil, 

water and biodiversity. Transfer payments to agriculture (e.g. as part of the EU agricultural support) 

have to be tied to compliance with soil friendly methods of cultivation. Innovations in agricultural 

engineering have to be stronger oriented towards the ends of soil protection. New concepts of 

agriculture without using humus which are experienced in the context of bioeconomy, can help to 

compensate the loss of soil. 27  

4. Limit nutrient inputs, minimize pollutant inputs: The input of nutrients into soil, as well asof 

pesticides (including glyphosate) are to be significantly reduced. The necessary measure has to be 

scientifically determined. Observance has to be controlled independently and transparently. 

 

5. Assert social responsibility and the polluter pays principle with regard to soil: The burdens of soil 

damages must not be passed on to third parties. The costs have to be internalized as 
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comprehensively as possible by adequate legal frameworks; polluters have to be charged with the 

liabilities. 

 

6. Establish food security and sovereignty: Within the conflict of competitive uses of fields between 

food, fodder and energy production, the human right to food enjoys systematic primacy. The access 

of smallholders to soil in the global south has to be promoted as a key strategy in the fight against 

poverty as well as on the level of international environment, development and agricultural politics. 

 

7. Tie land consumption to social and ecological norms: External direct investments for the 

acquisition and use of soil in poorer countries (so-called land grabbing and green grabbing) have to 

be strictly bound to the rules of socially and environmentally compatible cultivation methods and to 

be designed transparently. Hereto, the international community should formulate and enforce 

property and participation rights for the local population. 

 

8. Accommodate the significance of soil in climate and biodiversity protection: Because of the 

considerable and to this day widely underestimated potential of soil to store carbon (or to release it), 

a repositioning of soil in the discussions and negotiations on global climate protection is needed. 

The role of soil as carbon sink has to be systematically furthered. In addition, soil protection should 

be incorporated as a key category in national and international biodiversity strategies. 

 

9. Change consumption habits: Consumers carry an essential co-responsibility for soil protection. 

Therefore, they have to be accordingly informed and motivated as well as organize themselves 

within civil society. Preferential fields of activity are to avoid food waste (in Germany currently 18 

million tons per year, equivalent to one third of the total amount), to reduce meat consumption and 

buy fair trade, organic and regional foodstuffs. 

 

10. Make sustainable use of church areas: Churches have a decisive function as role models in soil 

protection. This arises from the fact that second to the state they are the largest land owners in 

Germany, holding about 5 to 7 percent of all the farmland and being able to influence its cultivation 

most of all via lease contracts. Also in some African countries churches own plenty of land.28 Here, 

the criteria of social obligations to ecology for soil cultivation should be consequently demanded. 

Since in the interplay of the different legal entities, the parishes or monasteries (which own a 

considerable portion of soil) are autonomous, ecclesiastical soil responsibility has to be promoted 

primarily via the raising of awareness as well as support in formulating and implementing 

framework specifications. On the basis of credible practice, the churches could and should take 

public action as advocates of soil and the responsibility for creation. 
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